
Geomarketing

Faster, more intuitive workflow
RegioGraph now renders even faster, records 
loaded map extracts and maximizes the map 
with a single click. Each layer table column 
includes a symbol to indicate its type. And 
all formatting is preserved when exporting a 
layer table to Excel.

New analysis and visualization dialog
Determine the best analysis option faster 
than ever. All possibilities are now presented 
in a new dialog window, along with all for-
matting options for fonts, lines and symbols. 
Make your selection and then immediately 
see the results on the map.

RegioGraph now more efficient and user-friendly than ever

RegiogRaph 2013:
New featuRes

Optimized territory reports
Use RegioGraph to directly compare two  
territory structures, such as your current  
and proposed structures. A new and impro-
ved territory report summarizes the most  
important information in just a few pages. 

Automated assignment lists
Evaluate the composition of your territories 
at the click of a mouse using a new report 
feature. It's easy to view the key characteris-
tics of your structure, such as a list of the 
postcodes that comprise your advertising 
distribution regions.

Create customized reports 
You can now enhance the presentation of 
your results by inserting diagrams and tables 
onto the worksheet alongside your maps. 
Like the maps, these components are linked 
to the layer table and are automatically up-
dated if any data in your layer table changes. 
You can also distribute maps, diagrams and 
tables among multiple worksheet pages. 
Create a custom look by adding your logo, 
headings and page numbers. 

More intelligent reporting options
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all of your planning activities will have the 
same data basis. Compare all variations by 
showing and hiding them at will. This helps 
you plan with greater confidence and more 
quickly achieve an optimal sales structure.

Improved interactive optimization
The new, even more user-friendly interface 
clearly displays all optimization recommenda-
tions. Make use of indices and diagrams when 
restructuring territories and comparing your 
existing structure to your target structure.

Location-based optimization
When optimizing territories, you can take 
into account existing locations, such as em-
ployees‘ places of residence. This gives you 
more flexibility when planning and imple-
menting changes to your operations. 

Streamlined planning on a single base map
Keep your sales lines, territory levels and 
planning scenarios in clear focus with Regio-
Graph 2013. You can now plan all your sales 
territories on a single base map, which means 

Precise sales territory planning that gets results

company data at the level of street segments 
for many additional countries such as: USA, 
Mexico, Brazil, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, 
South Africa and many more. Simply select 
maps for the countries where you're active, 
and RegioGraph will keep your entire market 
in sharp focus.

Geocoding option for additional countries
RegioGraph supports global planning, which 
makes it ideal for internationally active 
companies. We‘ve expanded RegioGraph‘s 
geocoding functionality so that you can carry 
out detailed analyses not only in Europe 
but worldwide. You can now geocode your 

Geocoding feature now available for additional countries

Many additional improvements
Launch software with temporary project 
(similar to MS Office), automatically save all 
work environment settings, zoom into map at 
the map cursor position and take advantage 
of a summed values option, new diagram 
labels and an optimized statistical report. 

Up-to-date data on potential and maps
RegioGraph includes GfK Purchasing Power 
and 2013 digital maps for a European coun-
try of your choice. Use this combined geo- 
data package to locate areas of high potential 
in your market.

And much more...
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